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A virtual directory can be a technologies employed by most organizations at present as it is usually
a way for them to acquire a consolidated view of user identity and information without migrating off
customers into one enterprise directory repository. It truly is generally known as a lightweight
service operating in between identity clients along with other identity infrastructures all across the
network.

The identity infrastructures is usually in the form of LDAP databases, directories or can occasionally
be web services. Accessing data from these repositories is usually proxied via the use of virtual
directory and cached to certain rule set. A single of the most important factors why unique
organizations have decided to work with this technology is simply because they consider it to
become a one-stop shop in which they are able to find every little thing they wish to understand
regarding the users as well as the data associated.

Should you be aiming to make a merged view of all your shoppers, what goods they bought and
what sales representatives have sold them the item, a virtual directory can quickly integrate all these
data together and presenting them in a consolidated view. In lieu of developing separate information
representation, the virtual directory server will receive queries, directing them into the designated
backend identity directory. The data that was acquired will look as if it comes from the identical
supply. The virtual directory is capable of reaching native separate repositories producing it one
particular of the most critical tools in consolidating data specially those that come from distributed
atmosphere.

The use of virtual directory in quite a few organizations at this time has been trigged by the several
positive aspects that include this technology. Applying a virtual directory, organizations are capable
to save a great deal of time considering the fact that they need to have not to synchronize
information since the technology provides a more rapidly deployment of information. It's also
recognized to provide views of identity information and facts which might be application distinct,
avoiding the necessity to create or create a master enterprise schema. Also, the modifications which
are being created in the most important sources are reflected for the sub-directories in true time.

Far more importantly, a virtual directory may also act as LDAP proxy of firewall, stopping safety
threats from disturbing the smooth operation of the organization.
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